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N
on-executive directors (NEDs) are facing 
ever increasing workloads and the risks 
that come with their responsibilities are 
becoming ever more apparent. 

Most NEDs choose their companies for a range of 
reasons with fees being a secondary consideration. 
However, if fees are perceived as being too low, 
companies will have difficulties in attracting high 
quality directors or, worse, have directors who are 
not motivated to go beyond their basic duties.   

The question of “what is the right level of fees?” 
can be looked at from two perspectives.  

NED fees 
face upward 
pressure

The first is, essentially, subjective: are the fees 
sufficient for the time committed by directors 
and the risks that they are subject to? Different 
directors would expect to have different views on 
their own efforts and responsibilities making it 
difficult to find a level that satisfies everyone. 

The second perspective is objective; how does 
a particular company’s fees compare to other 
similar boards? This question can be considered 
by looking at other companies where boards 
have similar structures (e.g. a non-executive 
chairman) and where directors have comparable 
responsibilities.
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Non-executive director fees have been rising by as much as 
13 per cent annually for top companies in the last three years.
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When looking at other companies, the most 
relevant point of comparison is company size. 
The assumption is that directors of larger 
companies have higher workloads because 
overseeing a complex organisation requires 
higher levels of commitment. That said, directors 
of smaller companies sometimes make the point 
that because they have less internal resources to 
support them, their workload can be higher.

To look at the prevailing fees for NEDs, I have  
reviewed and analysed the disclosed NED 
fee information of some 300 Singapore listed 
companies with a market capitalisation of over 
S$100 million (as at 31 December 2014). In this 
review, the value of any options or share grants 
provided to directors is included.

Total NED Fees Paid
The first figure that investors want to look at 
is the total cost of governance or the total fees 
paid to all the NEDs (Executive directors usually 
do not receive any director fees, they receive 
executive compensation). Shareholders would 
want to be comfortable that they are not paying 
more than necessary but also be cognisant 
that if fees are too low then they might get 
corresponding low levels of care and oversight. 

The total fees paid to NEDs for the top and 
bottom quartile as well as the median fees are 
shown in the chart below. Since company size is 
an important factor, the results are segmented 
for the different market capitalisation of the 
companies.
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Legend:			U	=	Upper	Quartile										M	=	Median										L	=	Lower	Quartile
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Individual NED Fees
However, the total fees paid are not especially 
relevant when considered from an individual 
director’s perspective. 

The chart below shows the average fee for each NED 
using the same segment analysis as the previous 
chart. These numbers indicate whether a director is 
being paid fees at a level which reflect individual 
responsibilities and the amount of work expected. 

The lower quartile level in the small cap 
companies has increased by more than 15 per cent 
over the last year. The comparable increase in the 
large cap companies was only four per cent.

It would seem that market forces are creating 
a minimum annual NED fee of around 
S$50,000. Companies may well struggle to find 
competent directors if their annual fees are below 
this level. 

Legend:			U	=	Upper	Quartile										M	=	Median										L	=	Lower	Quartile
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Fee Increases
Fees have continued to increase with the 
chart below showing how 2014 cash fees 
have increased over the past one and three 
years.

The median rates of increase are in-line with 
general increases in salaries. However, the 
upper quartile increase has been substantially 
higher. This suggests that companies have 

a tendency to give infrequent but large 
increases.

Many directors are uncomfortable with 
requesting fee increases. In order to overcome 
this resistance, they can put in place a process for 
a formal a fee review every three years, perhaps 
by an independent party. This could well lead 
to substantial increases from time to time rather 
than more gradual annual increments. 
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Base and Role Fees
Many companies structure their NED fees as 
a basic board fee and then additional amounts 
for other roles as a percentage of the base fee. 

The following table of base and role fees has been 
compiled from 65 of the larger companies that 
have disclosed their fee structure.

As can be seen, audit committee chair and members 
continue to receive the highest fees compared to 
their peers in the other committees. This is hardly 
surprising as this committee has the highest workload. 

In previous years, companies almost 
invariably paid the same for remuneration 

and nomination committees. This year though, 
fees for remuneration committee roles have 
slightly edged ahead. Whilst the work of the 
nomination committee may have increased, 
remuneration committees now have to handle 
increasing levels of remuneration disclosure 
and the work needed to ensure that executive 
pay outcomes can be defended to shareholders. 
As such, increased fees for remuneration 
committees, especially the committee chair, 
is warranted. 

Many companies have appointed a lead 
independent director and have established 
a specific fee for this role. Typically, this will be 
in the range of 20 to 40 per cent of the base fee. 

FEATURES

Base and Role Fees for NEDs

   Lower 
Median

 Upper 
   Quartile  Quartile

1. Base Fee S$40,000 S$55,000 S$72,675

2. Addition for Board Chair 49% 100% 161%

3. Addition for Audit Committee

 a. Chair 50% 63% 75%

 b.  Member 25% 38% 42%

4. Addition for Nomination Committee

 a.  Chair 25% 33% 40%

 b.  Member 13% 20% 24%

5. Addition for Remuneration Committee

 a.  Chair 25% 38% 45%

 b.  Member 13% 20% 25%
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Using Equity
It is generally accepted that when NEDs own 
shares in their company, their interests are 
aligned with that of other shareholders. Indeed, 
the Code encourages companies to put in place 
arrangements to facilitate such ownership.

According to the data, only nine per cent of 
the companies reviewed made some form of 
share payment to their NEDs. The value of the 
shares used varies widely between different 
companies but, this was on average 28 per cent 
of the cash fees. Of these companies using equity, 
half provided share grants and the other half 
provided options. 

It is recognised that there are risks in providing 
NEDs with options. In theory, at least, options 
incentivise NEDs to create short term increases 
in share prices and be less inclined to create 
longer term sustainable shareholder value. 
As such, options can be effective when 
a company is in a turnaround situation 
particularly when cash may be short. 

However, in normal circumstances, options are 
unlikely to be appropriate. The use of options for 
NEDs is diminishing perhaps because companies 
now recognise the possible misalignment of 
interests and so use other methods.

There is a growing use of share grants to NEDs. 
The process is to define fees as a cash amount 
and then convert a portion of the fees into equity, 
at prevailing prices, whenever fees are paid. 
NEDs should also be encouraged to hold their 
shares for the long term. For example, they can be 
discouraged from selling their shares until they 
leave the board.

Advance Approval of NED Fees 
More and more companies are asking their 
shareholders for advance approval of NED fees. 
This allows fees to be paid regularly through the 
year, typically quarterly after board meetings. 

Jon Robinson is formerly managing director of 
Freshwater Advisers. He is currently the Executive 
Remuneration Practice Leader – ASEAN at Mercer. 

The alternative is to wait for the annual 
general meeting to approve the prior year’s 
fees. However, NEDs may feel that this delay 
is unreasonable. 

Reviewing NED Fees
In summary, when the RC and board review 
NED fees, they should consider the following:

• Are fee levels too low to attract new directors 
and ensure the current board are sufficiently 
remunerated to be motivated to go beyond 
carrying out their basic responsibilities?

• Should a formal fee review process be 
established, and, if so, how often should this 
happen?

• Do committee fees fairly reflect the workload 
of the different roles?

• Should a portion of the fees be paid in equity 
rather than cash? If so, should NEDs be 
provided with guidelines for their personal 
equity ownership?

• Is it time to ask shareholders for advance 
approval of directors’ fees?
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